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Abstract
We study the problem of online learning a hypothesis class and a given binary 0-1 loss function,
using instances generated i.i.d. by a given distribution. The goal of the online learner is to make
only finitely many errors (loss 1) with probability 1 in the infinite horizon. In the binary label case,
we show that hypothesis classes are online learnable in the above sense if and only if the class is
effectively countable. We extend the results to hypothesis classes where labels can be non-binary.
Characterization of non-binary online learnable classes is more involved for general loss functions
and is not captured fully by the countability condition even for the ternary label case.

In the computational bounded setup, we compare our results with well known results in recur-
sive function learning, showing that the class of all total computable functions is indeed learnable
with computable online learners and randomized sampling. Finally, we also show that the finite
error guarantee will not be affected even when independent noise is added to the label.
Keywords: Online Learning, Finite Error, Almost Surely, Consistency

1. Introduction

Let H be a set of functions from X → {0, 1}, where X is an instance space. The online learning
setup is a game between two parties, Nature and the learner, both of whom know the classH. Nature
chooses a function h ∈ H at the beginning of the game. The game proceeds in steps. At each step
n, the learner is provided with an instance xn ∈ X . The learner has to guess the label h(xn),
potentially using the history built up till that step. Subsequently, the true label h(xn) is revealed to
the learner, and the learner incurs a binary loss—1 if her guess differs from h(xn) that indicates an
error, 0 for no error. The goal of the learner is a strategy that minimizes the number of errors made.

In his seminal work, Littlestone (1988) showed that the number of errors is bounded by what is
known as the Littlestone dimension Ldim(H) of H. This dimension is independent of the number
of steps the game goes on for. When the classH is finite, Littlestone (1988) proved that the number
of errors is bounded by log |H| using a halving argument.

However, the Littlestone dimension can be too restrictive a measure to handle really rich classes
that may not have finite Littlestone dimension, such as the class P of all polynomial time decid-
able problems. One common approach that circumvents this difficulty considers the non-realizable
setup, where the goal of learner is competitive optimality with respect to a reference class H. Ben-
David et al. (2009) showed that one can achieve an expected O(

√
T log(T )Ldim(H)) regret in a

horizon T game using a weighted-majority algorithm. See (Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014,
Chapter 21) and the references therein for more results in this line. However, the regret bound
doesn’t really tell how many actual errors the learner could make.
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EAS ONLINE LEARNING

One common approach that deal with rich classes in the realizable case is to relax the require-
ment of uniform bound to point-wise bounds that could depend on individual hypotheses in the
class. Perhaps the most well-known setup of this flavor in learning theory literature is non-uniform
PAC learnability and the concept of Structural Risk Minimization by Vapnik and Chervonenkis
(1974); Vapnik (2013). A more related scenario in the online learning setup was studied in the
theory of learning recursive functions. In this setup, one assumes the class H to be functions from
N → {0, 1}, and the instances are presented sequentially as {1, 2, · · · }. A class H is said to be
recursively learnable if there exist a computable learner such that the number of errors is finite, no
matter what model is selected fromH. See Zeugmann and Zilles (2008) for a survey on this topic.

This paper generalizes the deterministic finite error setting in the recursive function learning
literature with a more realistic randomized setup. Instead of the learner observing instances in a
predetermined order, we assume that they are sampled from a distribution µ over X independently
at each time step. A class H of functions from X → {0, 1} is eventually almost surely (or eas for
abbreviation) online learnable with respect to µ, if there exists an online learner that makes only
finite many errors with probability 1, no matter what function is choosen fromH.

The conceptual basis of our problem setup lies in the almost sure hypothesis testing framework
studied in the statistics and information theory communities. See Cover (1973); Dembo and Peres
(1994); Kulkarni and Tse (1994); Santhanam and Anantharam (2015); Wu and Santhanam (2019)
for a sample of results along this line in hypothesis testing, classification and prediction. There
has been work in this line along the computability angle as well, see for example Leshem (2006).
We make a note of other related work on an infinite horizon machine learning framework Mitchell
et al. (2018), the universal prediction framework in Merhav and Feder (1998), and randomized
online learning scenario in Haussler et al. (1994) as well. Novel modifications to the Littlestone
dimension have also been considered, see for example, Sayedi et al. (2010); Li et al. (2011); Zhang
and Chaudhuri (2016).

Characterization Our first result fully characterizes eas-online learnability in the binary label
case. We show that for all instance spaces X satisfying a regularity condition (satisfied by most
common spaces, including e.g. the Borel space over Rd) and distributions µ with potentially infinite
support, a class H of measurable functions from X → {0, 1} is eas-online learnable if and only
if H is effectively countable. Informally, a class H is countable if we do not distinguish between
hypotheses that agree with probability 1 under µ (see Definition 3 for a more complete definition).

Applying our characterization to the class T of all linear threshold functions from [0, 1] →
{0, 1}, i.e. functions of form

ha(x) =

{
1, if x ≥ a
0, otherwise,

shows that T above is not eas-online learnable for any probability measure over [0, 1] that admits
a continuous density. However, the class T has VC dimension 1. For a uniform distribution over
[0, 1], an empirical risk minimization approach will result in an online learning strategy for the
linear threshold functions. The probability of making an error with this approach at time step n is at
most O( lognn ). Because T is not effectively countable, and hence not eas-online learnable, we can
conclude immediately that the empirical risk minimization bound cannot be improved from logn

n to
e.g. 1

n log1+ε n
with any ε > 0. If it could, the Borel-Cantelli lemma would imply that the class T

with uniform distribution would be eas-online learnable, since 1/n log1+ε n is summable over n.
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The lower bound only differs by a poly log(n) factor compared to the optimal 1/n lower bound as
showed in Schuurmans (1997), and we only needed to observe that the set of all linear threshold
functions is not effectively countable to infer this result!

Countable label spaces Departing from the basic result, we show that the characterization of
online learning still holds for classification loss even if the label space is countable. However, when
more general binary losses are allowed, there exist distributions with infinite support and effectively
uncountable classes that are eas-online learnable, even when the label size is 3.

Computable learners Suppose the learner is required to be computable in addition. We show
that there exist distributions over N with infinite support, such that the class of all total computable
functions from N→ {0, 1} is eas-online learnable with a computable learner. This is in contrast to
the sequential sampling scenario of recursive learning, see Zeugmann and Zilles (2008).

Noisy labels We finally consider online learning with noisy labels, and show that effectively
countable classes with binary labels are still online learnable when labels are corrupted with in-
dependent Bernoulli noise. Surprisingly, we show that one could also learn effectively countable
classes with binary labels when the instances are presented sequentially with noisy labels and in
deterministic order. Here we would only see any instance only once with a noisy label, yet we could
leverage the noisy labels from different instances to learn the underlying hypothesis.

2. Problem setup

Let X be the instance space that endowed with some fixed separable σ-algebra F . We say F to be
separable, if for all probability distribution µ on F , we have a countable set G of measurable sets in
F , such that for any measurable set A ∈ F and ε > 0, there exist Gε ∈ G such that

µ(A∆Gε) ≤ ε,

where ∆ is symmetric difference. Clearly, the Borel σ-algebra over Rd is separable (e.g. we can take
G to be the algebra generated by the set of all cuboids in Rd with vertices at rational coordinates).
We will also assume the single point set of X is measurable.

Let Y be a label space that is often assumed to be finite or countable. A binary loss is a function
` : Y × Y → {0, 1} that is symmetric and reflexive, i.e. `(y1, y2) = `(y2, y1) and `(y1, y1) = 0 for
all y1, y2 ∈ Y . And a learning strategy is function

Φ : (X × Y)∗ ×X → Y,

that is measurable over cylinder σ-algebra on (X × Y)∞ ×X .
We consider the following learning game between Nature and a learner that proceeds by time

steps. Let H be a class of measurable functions from X → Y and µ be a probability measure
over X , which are known to all parties. At the beginning, the nature chooses a function h ∈ H.
At each time step n, the nature independently samples Xn ∼ µ and provides it to the learner.
The learner then outputs an estimate Yn of the true label h(Xn), potentially using the history
{(X1, h(X1)), · · · , (Xn−1, h(Xn−1))} thus far. Nature then provides the true label h(Xn) to the
learner, and the learner incurs the binary loss `(Yn, h(Xn). The learner makes an error at time step
n if `(yn, h(xn)) = 1.

Denote Zi = (Xi, h(Xi)) to be the instance-label pair at time step i, and Zi1 = (Z1, · · · , Zi) is
the history observed by the learner upto time step i.
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Definition 1 A class H is said to be eas-online learnable w.r.t. distribution µ, if there exists a
learning strategy Φ such that

Pr

( ∞∑
n=1

`(Φ(Zn−11 , Xn), h(Xn)) <∞

)
= 1,

for all h ∈ H with X1, X2, · · ·
i.i.d.∼ µ.

We also introduce the following stronger version of eas-learnability when the distribution is
unknown to the learner.

Definition 2 A classH is said to be strongly eas-online learnable, if there exists a learning strategy
Φ such that

Pr

( ∞∑
n=1

`(Φ(Zn−11 , Xn), h(Xn)) <∞

)
= 1,

for all h ∈ H and µ with X1, X2, · · ·
i.i.d.∼ µ.

In both cases above, we will say that the strategy Φ eas-online learns (or strongly eas-online
learns) H w.r.t. µ. For notational convenience, we drop the reference to µ where doing so leads to
no ambiguity.

The following notion will be used frequently in this paper.

Definition 3 A classH′ effectively covers a classH w.r.t. distribution µ and loss `, if for all h ∈ H
there exists h′ ∈ H′ such that

µ{x : `(h(x), h′(x)) = 1} = 0.

We say H is effectively countable (respectively size n) w.r.t. µ and `, if there exist H′ that is
countable (respectively size n), such thatH′ effectively coversH w.r.t. µ and `.

We begin with the following lemma, an online learning version of Structural Risk Minimization.

Lemma 4 Let H1,H2, · · · be countably function classes that share the same instance space and
loss function. IfHn is eas-online learnable for all n ∈ N w.r.t. distribution µ, then

H =
⋃
n∈N
Hn

is also eas-online learnable w.r.t. µ.

Proof Let Φk to be the strategy that eas-online learns class Hk. We define a strategy for H as
follows. At each time step n, denote by e(n, k), the number of errors that Φk would made if it were
employed in the first n− 1 time steps. Let

Jn = argmin
k∈N

{e(n, k) + k}. (1)

We then use ΦJn to make the prediction at time step n.
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We now show that this strategy indeed makes finitely many errors with probability 1 no matter
what h is chosen from H. Assume h ∈ Ht for some t ∈ N. Let B ⊂ X∞ be the set such that Φt

would make finite errors on all realizations in B. We have µ(B) = 1 because Φt eas-online learns
Ht. Fix any x ∈ B and denote s to be the number of errors Φt would make on x. We have

e(n, t) + t ≤ s+ t

for all n and from (1), note that therefore for all n, Jn, the index chosen is ≤ s+ t.
Furthermore, for any Φi with i ∈ {1, · · · , s+ t}, once Φi makes more than s+ t errors, it will

no longer be chosen in (1). Therefore, we will make at most (s+ t)2 errors, and thus finitely many
errors on x. Therefore, our strategy also makes finite errors with probability 1 when h is selected.
The lemma follows.

Remark 5 Note that Lemma 4 holds for strong eas-online learning as well, since the construction
of learning strategy does not depend on the knowledge of underlying distribution.

We prove the following technical lemma that relates deterministic sampling with randomized
sampling.

Lemma 6 Let a1, a2, · · · be an arbitrary ordering of N, and s1, s2, · · · ∈ N+ be an arbitrary
sequence. Then there exist a distribution p over N, such that

p (∃N : ∀n ≥ N, Tn − Tn−1 ≥ sn−1) = 1

where Tn is the first time an appears in an i.i.d. sample from p.

Proof Let pn = p(X = an). Since Tn − Tn−1 < sn−1 implies that an appears earlier than the
sn−1’th appearance of an−1, we have

p(Tn − Tn−1 < sn−1) ≤ 1−
(

pn−1
pn + pn−1

)sn−1

. (2)

Taking

pn =
1

(n!)2
∏n−1
i=1 si

,

we have that (2) is further upper bounded by 1
n2 . Since 1

n2 is summable, an application of the
Borel-Cantelli Lemma completes the proof.

3. Binary label

In this section, we will consider the case when the label is binary and the loss is `(y1, y2) = 1{y1 6=
y2}. We will refer to this loss as the classification loss in the sequel. Note that since our loss
function is binary valued on binary labels, the only losses can either be trivial or classification loss.
We say a distribution over X to be non-degenerate if it has infinite support.

The following theorem fully characterizes the eas-online learnability in the binary label case.
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Theorem 7 A class H with binary labels is eas-online learnable w.r.t. distribution µ iff H is
effectively countable w.r.t. µ.

Proof To see that if H is effectively countable, it is eas-online learnable, note that for any class
that contains effectively 1 hypothesis is trivially eas-online learnable. Therefore, any class H with
effectively countably many hypotheses is eas-online learnable by appealing to Lemma 4.

For the necessary part of the proof, we will assume w.l.o.g. that for all h1 6= h2 ∈ H we have
PrX∼µ(h1(X) 6= h2(X)) > 0. Note that any hypothesis class can be reduced to one satisfying
the above property by choosing a representative function in each equivalence class defined by the
relation h1 ∼ h2 : Prx∼µ(h1(x) 6= h2(x)) = 0.

We now prove that ifH admits a function Φ : (X×{0, 1})∗×{0, 1} → {0, 1} such that ∀h ∈ H

Pr

( ∞∑
n=1

1{Φ(Zn−11 , Xn) 6= h(Xn)} <∞

)
= 1, (3)

where Zn−11 = (Z1, · · · , Zn−1) and Zi = (Xi, h(Xi)) is the instance-label pair at step i generated
by µ, thenH is countable.

Define the event

Ahn =

{
X∞1 :

∞∑
k=n

1{Φ(Zk1 , Xk+1) 6= h(Xk+1)} > 0

}
,

and let

Hn =

{
h ∈ H : Pr

(
Ahn

)
≤ 1

4

}
. (4)

From equation (3), we must have H =
⋃∞
n=1Hn. Since for any h ∈ H, we have Pr(Ahn) → 1 as

n→∞, there exist some k such that Pr(Ahk) ≤ 1
4 , i.e. h ∈ Hk. We show that Hn is countable for

all n ∈ N, which will prove the Theorem.
Central to our proof is our claim that for all n ∈ N we have

inf{PrX∼µ(h1(X) 6= h2(X)) : h1 6= h2 ∈ Hn} > 0. (5)

Now equation (5) implies thatHn is countable. To see this, let

d(h1, h2) = PrX∼µ(h1(X) 6= h2(X)).

The σ-algebra over X is separable, so by definition, there is a countable dense subset of the
σ−algebra with respect to the distance d. Since each set in the σ−algebra can be represented
by a measurable function from X → {0, 1}, we conclude that there is a countable collection
G = {g1, g2 · · · } of measurable functions from X → {0, 1}, such that G is dense in the set of
all measurable functions from X → {0, 1} under the distance d defined above.

Suppose the infimum in (5) is ε > 0. Since G is dense in the the set of all binary valued
measurable functions on X , for each h ∈ Hn, there is a function g ∈ G such that d(h, g) < ε/2. By
the triangle inequality, for all h′ 6= h, we will also have d(h′, g) > ε/2. Therefore every h ∈ Hn
can be associated with a distinct g ∈ G, which then implies thatHn is at most countable.

We now establish equation (5). The intuition behind this claim is that if the infimum in (5) were
0, then we could choose two hypotheses in Hn that were arbitrarily close in the distance d—and
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hence close enough that they are indistinguishable with sample size n on a large enough subset
A. However, these hypothesis will eventually differ in the suffix of the strings in A, therefore no
predictor could agree with both of them in the suffix past step n. But if the probability of A is large
enough, it contradicts the definition ofHn in (4).

Formally, suppose (5) did not hold. Then there exist h1, h2 ∈ Hn such that 0 < d(h1, h2) < δn,
where δn is chosen so that (1− δn)n > 1

2 .
Let A ⊂ X∞ be the event that h1, h2 cannot be distinguished with n samples. By construction,

we have Pr(A) > 1
2 . For j ∈ {1, 2}, let

pj = Pr(Φ makes error after step n on hj).

We show that max{p1, p2} > 1
4 , which will then contradict equation (4) since h1, h2 ∈ Hn, thus

establishing equation (5). To see that max{p1, p2} > 1
4 , we use a probabilistic argument. Let h be

the random variable uniformly chosen from {h1, h2}. We only need to show

EhEX∼µ∞ [1{Φ makes error after step n on h} | X ∈ A] ≥ 1

2
(6)

Let B ⊂ X∞ be the event that there exists a instance Y after step n that first reveals h1(Y ) 6=
h2(Y ). We have Pr(B) = 1, since d(h1, h2) > 0. Note that

EX∼µ∞ [Eh[1{Φ makes error after step n on h}] | X ∈ A ∩B] ≥ 1

2
, (7)

since condition on any X ∈ A∩B event C = {Φ makes error at sample Y on h} implies the event
in the equation above, and because Eh[1{C}] = 1

2 . We now have

EX∼µ∞ [Eh[1{Φ makes error after step i on h}] | X ∈ A] ≥ 1

2
, (8)

since Pr(B) = 1. Finally (8) implies (6) by exchanging order of expectation, which is justified by
Fubini’s theorem.

Example 1 Let X = [0, 1] and µ be the uniform distribution over [0, 1]. We consider the linear
threshold functions

ha(x) = 0 if a ≥ x and ha(x) = 1 otherwise.

DenoteH = {ha : a ∈ [0, 1]}. By Theorem 7 we know thatH is not eas-online learnable.
A couple of observations need to be emphasized here. Note that the VC dimension of H is 1.

Therefore the VC-theorem (Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014, Thm 6.7) posits that there is a
learning rule ĥn, such that for any ha ∈ H and a sample Sn of size n, with high probability say
1− 1

n2 over Sn, we have

Prx∼µ[ĥn(Sn, x) 6= ha(x)] ≤ O
(

log n

n

)
.

Theorem 7 implies that we cannot improve the upper bound from O
(
logn
n

)
to, say, O

(
1

n log1+ε n

)
with ε > 0. If we could, note that since

∑∞
n=1

1
n log1+ε n

< ∞, an application of the Borel-Cantelli

lemma would imply that ĥn only makes a finite number of errors no matter the hypothesis in force,
thus violating Theorem 7.
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We observe the following simple corollary.

Corollary 8 If a binary measurable function class H has finite Littlestone dimension, then H is
effectively countable w.r.t. any distribution. In particular, if the domain is countable, then H is
countable.

Proof Finite Littlestone dimension impliesH is online learnable with bounded number of errors and
an adversarial sampling process (Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014, Chapter 21). The corollary
follows by Theorem 7 and notice that the learning strategy is independent of the distribution. The
second part follows by the fact that for any hypothesis class H over a countable domain X , if H is
effectively countable w.r.t. a distribution with supported of the whole of X , thenH is countable.

The proof of the necessary condition of Theorem 7 also yields that if a class H is strongly eas-
online learnable, then H is effectively countable w.r.t. any distribution. By Corollary 8 above, this
implies that the restriction of H on any countable subset of X must be countable. However, this
doesn’t mean that the classH have to be countable. To see this, consider the class T of all functions
ta : [0, 1]→ {0, 1} with a ∈ [0, 1] that has the following form:

ta(x) =

{
1, if x = a

0, otherwise
.

It is easy to see that T is strongly eas-online learnable (in fact has Littlestone dimension 1), but
the class is uncountable. We leave it as an open problem to determine whether a class that is eas-
online learnable w.r.t. any distribution is also strongly eas-online learnbale. (Note that, in the former
setting the learning strategy can be different for different distribution, while the strongly eas-online
learnable requires a universal learning rule.)

4. Multi-Class label

We consider the case when the output set Y has more than 2 elements and we assume the loss ` to be
an arbitrary function. Before analyzing the randomized setting, we consider a simpler deterministic
setup. A deterministic sampling process in the most general setting is a function S : (X×Y)∗ → X ,
which select the next sample based on the previous sample-label pairs (but not the learner’s answer).
For any class H and process S, one can construct an infinite |Y|-nary tree T = (V, E) with a label
function L (for both vertices and edges) such that

1. Each edge has a label in Y and the label of edges with same parent are distinct.

2. Each vertex in T has a label in X . The root v0 has label L(v0) = S(ε), where ε is empty
string. For each vertex v ∈ T , we denote v0 → v1 → · · · vn = v to be the unique path from
root to v. Let zi = (L(vi−1), L(vi−1 → vi)), the label of v is given byL(v) = S(z1, · · · , zn).

3. Each vertex v in T has a child u such that L(v → u) = y if and only if ∃h ∈ H such that
h(L(vi)) = L(vi → vi+1) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n and h(L(v)) = y, where vi is defined in item 2.

Clearly, every function h ∈ X will associated with a unique infinite path v0 → vh1 → vh2 → · · ·
in T such that h(L(vhi )) = L(vhi → vhi+1). However, not every infinite path will have a function
in H associated with it. The learning process can be viewed as traversing an infinite path in T .
Such a tree is also known as the mistake tree in the binary online learning literature, see Zhang and
Chaudhuri (2016). A valuation of T is a function v : V → N such that for each v ∈ V we have
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1. v(v) ≥ maxu∈C(v){v(u)}, where C(v) is the children vertex set of v;

2. v(v) ≥ 1 + maxu∈C(v){v(u)} if LMv = {L(v → u) : u ∈ CM (v)} cannot be covered by Y ,
where CM (v) is the set of children vertex of v that has maximal value. We say a set A ⊂ Y
can be covered by Y if there exists y ∈ Y such that ∀x ∈ A, `(y, x) = 0.

Note that the valuation may not always exist. The following theorem relates the existence of valua-
tion to the bounded error guarantee.

Theorem 9 A class H is online learnable with ≤ B errors and a deterministic sampling process
S if and only if there exists a valuation v on T such that v(v0) ≤ B, where v0 is the root of T .

Proof If T has a valuation such that v(v0) ≤ B, we simply predict the element that would cover
LMv at vertex v in the traversing (if no such element, predict anything). Note that the learner makes
an error only if the value of the child vertex is reduced by at least 1. Therefore, there will be at most
B errors.

If H is online learnable w.r.t. S with at most B errors, we define the value at vertex v to be the
maximum number of errors that the learning rule could make on the subtree rooted by v.

To prove this is a valid valuation, note that condition 1 can be verified easily. To see condition
2 holds as well, we resort to a proof by contradiction. If condition 2 does not hold at some vertex
v, i.e. we have v(v) = maxu∈C(v){C(v)} but LMv cannot be covered by Y . We can choose a path
to a child in CM (v) that has label differs from the prediction given by the learner, thus incuring
maxu∈C(v) v(u) + 1 errors starting from v, contradicting our premise. The theorem follows.

To capture the finite error guarantee, we will need a notion of ranking on the hypotheses in H.
A ranking ofH is a function r : H → N. For any vertex v ∈ V , we denoteHv to be the hypotheses
in H that share the path from v0 to v in T , where v0 is the root of T . For a given ranking r, we
denoteHmv to be the hypotheses inHv that have minimal rank, i.e.

Hmv = {h ∈ Hv : r(h) = min{r(Hv)}},

where r(Hv) = {r(h) : h ∈ Hv}. Now let Lmv = {h(L(v)) : h ∈ Hmv }.
We say a class H to be rankable w.r.t. a deterministic sampling process S, if there exists a

ranking r such that for each h ∈ H there exists a number Nh, such that for every vertex v ∈ V on
the infinite path of h with depth larger than Nh, we have h ∈ Hmv and Lmv is coverable.

Intuitively, the smaller the rank of a function in H, the higher priority we will assign in the
learning process. Formally, we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 10 A classH is online learnable with finitely many errors w.r.t. a deterministic sampling
process S if and only ifH is rankable w.r.t. S.

Proof IfH is rankable, we show thatH is online learnable with finitely many errors. The prediction
rule works as follows, we predict an element that covers Lmv at each vertex v in the traversing (if
it doesn’t exist we predict anything). By definition of rankability, the learner will not make errors
after step Nh if the underlying hypothesis is h.

To see the converse, suppose Φ is a online learning rule which makes only finitely many errors
no matter what the hypothesis h ∈ H is. The rank of each hypothesis h is the number of errors Φ
would make against h.
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To conclude the proof, we will show that this is a valid ranking. Fix any h and let Nh be the
time step of the last error Φ make on h. Suppose there exists some vertex v at depth more than Nh

such that Lmv is not coverable. Now the rule Φ will make more errors on at least one of hypotheses
h′ ∈ Hmv than it made on h. This is because h and h′ share the same prefix up to vertex v and hence
have the same error pattern till then, but differ on their label in Lmv . Thus this hypothesis h′ must
have a higher rank by definition, and therefore could not have been inHmv .

Note that both Theorem 9 and Theorem 10 work only for deterministic sampling process where
there is one mistake tree. However, in the randomized setup the mistake tree will be different for
different realization of the sampling. A sufficient condition is to have a universal ranking that works
for almost all realizable mistake trees. The following theorem shows that it will happen when the
class is effectively countable. We leave the proof to Appendix A.

Theorem 11 LetH be a set of measurable functions from X → Y . ThenH is eas-online learnable
w.r.t. distribution µ and loss `, ifH is effectively countable w.r.t. µ and `.

Moreover, the effective countability of H is necessary for eas-online learnability (w.r.t. any
distribution µ) if Y is countable and ` is the classification loss, i.e. `(y1, y2) = 1{y1 6= y2}.

Corollary 12 LetH be the class of all continuous functions from [0, 1]→ [0, 1], ` = 1{|y1−y2| >
B} for some B > 0. ThenH is eas-online learnable w.r.t. the loss ` and any distributions.

Proof By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, H can be covered by polynomials with rational coeffi-
cients under the supremum norm. Since polynomials with rational coefficients are countable, H is
effectively coverable w.r.t. any distribution. Theorem 11 then implies thatH is eas-online learnable
w.r.t. any distribution.

Moreover, the covering set in Corollary 12 is independent of the distribution. Therefore, we
know that the class of all continuous functions in Corollary 12 is actually strongly eas-online learn-
able.

We provide the following example, which shows that if we have |Y| ≥ 3 and X = N, then there
exists a classH, distribution p and loss `, such thatH is eas-online learnable w.r.t. p and `, butH is
not effectively countable. Thus, the condition in Theorem 11 can’t be necessary for arbitrary losses
and distributions.

Example 2 Let Y = {0, 1, 2}, we define a loss ` as follows: ` is symmetric in its two arguments
and

`(0, 1) = 0 and `(0, 2) = `(1, 2) = 1.

We now construct the class H as follows. Since the domain is N, we will denote each function in
H as infinite sequences in {0, 1, 2}∞. Let B = {0, 1}∞ be the class of all binary sequences. We
define the following transformation T that maps {0, 1}∞ → {0, 1, 2}∞. For any b ∈ B, T (b)
is the sequence that inserts number 2 that follows each appearance of 0 in b. For example, if
b = 00100101011 . . . then T (b) would read 02021020210210211 . . .. Now, we define

H = {T (b) : b ∈ B}.

We now define the distribution. By Lemma 6, we have distribution p over N such that the i.i.d.
samples from p will appear in increasing order of N eventually almost surely—namely for all m

10
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large enough, the instance m−1 will appear prior to instance m with probability 1. Therefore, one
may assume, w.l.o.g., that the sample is generated sequentially as 1, 2, 3, · · · .

To see that the class H is eas-online learnable w.r.t. to p and loss `, for any instance m ∈ N
we simply predict 2 for the label of instance m if the label of instance m − 1 is 0 and predict 0 if
the label of m − 1 is 1 or 2. It is easy to check that the rule makes only finitely many errors with
probability 1.

Clearly, the class H is uncountable and for any two different elements b1, b2 ∈ B we can find
l ∈ N such that `(T (b1)(l), T (b2)(l)) = 1. Therefore, we have H is not effectively coverable by
any countable setH′.

Even though the class in Example 2 is not effectively countable, it has a trivial universal ranking
that ranks all functions inH to 0. We conclude this section with the following conjecture.

Conjecture 13 A class H is eas-online learnable w.r.t µ iff there exist a universal ranking r of H
such thatH is rankable with ranking r for almost all mistake tree generated by µ.

5. Computable learner

As we have mentioned in the introduction, our setup has a close connection with learning of recur-
sive functions, where one considers the domain to be N and the instances are presented sequentially,
but in addition, the learning rule is required to be computable as well.

Definition 14 A function h : N → {0, 1} is computable if there exists a Turing machine TM such
that ∀n ∈ N, TM(n) halts and outputs h(n), where the number n is in its binary representation.

Clearly the class of all computable functions from N → {0, 1} is countable, since there are
only countable Turing machines (Arora and Barak, 2009, Chapter 1). We have the following simple
corollary that follows from Lemma 4.

Corollary 15 Let H be the set of all computable functions from N → {0, 1}, and let µ be an
arbitrary distribution over N. Then H is eas-online learnable using i.i.d. samples generated from
µ.

Unfortunately, the learning rule that derived from Lemma 4 cannot be computable for arbitrary
distribution as shown in the following theorem of Barzdiņš and Freivald (1972) (restated here in our
notation).

Theorem 16 ((Zeugmann and Zilles, 2008, Thm 5)) Let H be a class of computable function
from N → {0, 1}. Then there exists a computable learner that eas-online learns H with sequential
sampling if and only if there exists a computable function g : N→ N such that the time complexity
of each function inH is eventually dominated by g(n).

It is easy to show that ifH is the class of all computable functions then g in Theorem 16 cannot
exist by a simple diagonalization argument. Therefore, by Lemma 6 there exists a distribution p
such thatH is not computationally eas-online learnable even with i.i.d. sampling from p. However,
we will show in the following theorem that there are also non-degenerate distributions over N such
that the class of all computable functions is indeed computationally eas-online learnable with i.i.d.
sampling.

11
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Theorem 17 Let H be the class of all computable functions from N→ {0, 1}. Then there exists a
non-degenerate distribution (i.e. has infinite support) q such that H is computationally eas-online
learnable w.r.t. q.

Proof Let TM1,TM2, · · · be an fixed enumeration of all Turing machines. The main idea is
to construct a distribution q such that for almost all numbers n, n appears much later than any of
{1, ..., n−1}with probability 1. We choose the gap period between the first appearances of n−1 and
n to be max{C(hi(n) : i ≤ n}, where C(hi(n)) is the computational time for the ith computable
function with input n to stop when computing with a feasible Turing machine of smallest index.
Such a distribution q exists by Lemma 6.

We now construct the computable predictor using a back and forth trick. The predictor goes as
follows:

1. Initialize index I, J = 1;

2. In the idle period between the appearance of n − 1 and n, the predictor do the following. It
simulates the computation of TMI on n with one computational step per time step. (For other
samples that encountered in that period, one simply predicts the memorized labels.)

3. At time step of first observing n, output the result of the simulation. (Output arbitrary if the
simulation has not stopped.) If the the result matches with the true label, keep I, J . Else:

a. If I < J , set I = I + 1 and J = J ;

b. Else, set I = 1 and J = J + 1.

Since the underlying function is computable, there exists a Turing machine TMt that computes it.
Now, by construction the index I changes if and only if the predictor makes an error.

We show that the predictor only makes finitely many errors by a proof by contradiction. If
indeed the predictor makes infinite errors, we known that I would repeatedly hit t until the sample
is coming sequentially. By construction of the idle time, TMt would then finish the computation
and make the right prediction in the following times steps, which is a contradiction.

Remark 18 Note that the reason why Theorem 17 does not contradict to the impossibility result
implied by Theorem 16 is that, even though the gap period we constructed in the proof of Theorem 17
is information theoretically deterministic, it is not (computationally) known to the learner, i.e. the
learner would never be able to (computationally) figure out when the sample n will arrive.

We now consider a different scenario where we require the learner to be not only computable,
but also has limited computational resources. We need the following notion. A online learning
scheme is a triplet (D,R,Φ), where

1. D ∈ {0, 1}∗ is an unlimited database which the learner can use to store anything learned,
initially an empty string;

2. Φ is the predictor which maps N→ {0, 1}, using the database D as an oracle;

12
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3. R is the recorder that maps {0, 1}∗ × N × {0, 1} → {0, 1}∗, which updates the database D
every time a new example and its label are revealed. Where needed, we use Dn to denote the
state of the database after n instances and their labels have been revealed.

Definition 19 (Exact online learnable) Let H be a class of functions from N → {0, 1}. H is said
to be exact online learnable, if there is an online learning scheme (D,R,Φ) such that for all h ∈ H

∞∑
n=1

1{ΦDn(n) 6= h(n)} <∞,

where D updates after every n,
Dn+1 = R(Dn, n, h(n)).

For any computable online learning scheme (D,R,Φ), we will specify R and Φ as algorithms.
The time complexity of R, Φ and h is expressed in terms of log n, i.e. the binary representation size
of n. However, we use D as an oracle of R and Φ with no computational cost.

We focus on the worst case time complexity for R and Φ, i.e. over the most inconvenient
database and function we are trying to learn. We say an online learning scheme runs in uniformly
exponential time, if, no matter what database D is and what function h is in force, there exist some
c,N ∈ N such that both R and Φ run in exp(c log n) = nc time for all n ≥ N . We define uniform
polynomial time similarly.

Theorem 20 Let H be the class of all exponential time computable functions from N → {0, 1}.
Then there is no computable online learning scheme (D,R,Φ) that exactly learnsH such that both
R and Φ run in uniformly exponential time.

We leave the proof of Theorem 20 to the appendix A. We made the following conjecture for
polynomial time computable functions.

Conjecture 21 Let H be the class of all polynomial time computable functions from N → {0, 1}.
Then there is no computable online learning scheme (D,R,Φ) that exactly learnsH such that both
R and Φ uniformly run in polynomial time.

While we are unable to prove the conjecture, we can prove the following specialized version
(see appendix A for a proof). We say the recorder R to be a naive recorder, if it simply appends
h(n) to the database D at the update of step n.

Theorem 22 LetH be the class of all functions from N→ {0, 1} whose time complexity is eventu-
ally bounded by logk+1 n time for some k ≥ 1. Then there is no computable online learning scheme
(D,R,Φ) that exactly learnsH such that R is a naive recorder and Φ runs in uniformly logk n time.

We note the following interesting connection with time hierarchy theorem. Denote

Hk = {h : ∃TM s.t. ∀n ∈ N,TM(n) = h(n) and C(TM, n) ≤ logk n}.

Corollary 23 Theorem 22 implies thatHk+2\Hk is not empty.

Remark 24 The time hierarchy theorem (Arora and Barak, 2009, Theorem 3.1) does not necessar-
ily imply Theorem 22, since the predictor uses the databaseD as an zero-computational cost oracle
when computing on n.

13
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6. Noisy labeling

In the previous sections we considered various setups in the eas-online learning paradigm when the
labels are presented accurately. However, it is possible that the labels are corrupted by some noise.
Surprisingly, we will show in this section that our eas-online learning paradigm are actually resistant
to independent noises even if the sample are presented sequentially.

For simplicity, we will assume the domain to be X = N and that the label is binary. We consider
the following noisy process. At each time step i, we denote Z̃i = (Xi, h(Xi)⊕Rn) to be the noisy
sample-label pair, where Rn is a binary random variable with Pr(Rn = 1) ≤ η and variables Rn
are independent of the instances, labels, and in addition Rn are independent for each n.

We prove the following result.

Theorem 25 Let H be a function class from N → {0, 1}, p is a distribution over N. If H is
effectively countable w.r.t. p and η < 1

2 , then there exists a learning strategy Φ, such that for all
h ∈ H we have

Pr

( ∞∑
n=1

`(Φ(Z̃n−11 , Xn), h(Xn)) <∞

)
= 1,

where the randomness comes from both the sample and noise.

Proof LetH′ a countable class that effectively coversH such that any two distinct functions in H′
differs by a positive measure set in N. LetH′1 ⊂ H′2 ⊂ · · ·H′ be an nesting such that |H′k| = k and⋃
k∈NH′k = H′.

The prediction happens in stages. At stage 0, we initialize by choosing an arbitrary function h0
from H′. Let hk−1 be the function we have after stage k − 1. We will use hk−1 to make prediction
in each stage k. At stage k we try to identify the underlying function as if it were in H′k. To do
so, we note that each function inH′k differs other functions by a positive measure subset of N. One
observes the samples sufficiently long so that there are mk samples (instances may be repeated) in
the difference sets of each pair of functions. We define hk ∈ H′k to be a function that has a smaller
Hamming distance to the noisy labeling of samples at the difference positions relative to all other
functions inH′k. If no such function exists, choose an arbitrary function inH′k.

We now show that the strategy indeed works. To do so, we choose mk = 3 log k
2(0.5−η)2 . By

the Hoeffding bound and union bound, with probability at least 1 − 1
k2

, we will find the correct
underlying function at stage k, if it is in H′k. Now, since the underlying function must be in some
H′t, the predictor must find it in finite steps. And by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we will only miss it
finitely many times with probability 1 since

∑
k∈N

1
k2
<∞. After that we will make no errors. The

theorem follows.

In the proof of Theorem 25, the exact probability Pr(Rn = 1) is not required to be known, only the
upper bound η need be known. However, even the requirement of knowledge of η can be eliminated
by a simple application of the doubling trick. Note that, Theorem 25 also holds if the instances
are presented sequentially. In such a case, one observes for each instance exactly one noisy label.
Therefore, there is no way estimate any single label (which would have been possible in the i.i.d.
case). However, the proof of Theorem 25 shows that one would be able to identify the correct
function with arbitrary high confidence by leveraging noisy labels of different instances.

14
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7. Discussion

In this paper, we introduced an online learning paradigm where a learner is required to make only
finitely many errors with probability one in an infinite horizon. The setup generalized the well
known online learning setup of (Littlestone, 1988) to a more relaxed non-uniform consistency. We
also demonstrated the relationship of our setup with the classic learning of recursive function liter-
ature as surveyed in (Zeugmann and Zilles, 2008), and showed that the randomness and resource
restriction could bring richer picture when considering computability. We also investigated the case
when noisy labels are presented, and showed that our setup are actually resistant to independent
Bernoulli noise.

While our setup does not provide bounds (or rates) on how many errors will the learner be
made, we should emphasize that we are also dealing with very rich classes that do not admit uniform
consistency results. Our work is more focused on the conceptual foundation of learning and is meant
to understand large scale problems that we have little prior knowledge in. Indeed, our approach
also provide a different angle for a theorist to rethink ”no free lunch” theorems. Philosophically,
this is a question that underlies much of our scientific endeavor—can a physicist make only finite
errors before finding a universal theory? Or will she perpetually move between models without
every converging on one? See Cover (1973) and Appendix C for more discussions on this type of
problems.
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Appendix A. Omitted proofs

Proof [Proof of Theorem 11] The sufficiency follows directly from Lemma 4. To prove the neces-
sary condition, by the argument in the proof of Theorem 7, it is sufficient to show that there exists a
countable dense subset of measurable functions from X → Y with the following metric

d(f, g) = Prx∼µ(f(x) 6= g(x)).

To do so, we use a truncation argument. Wolog, we assume Y = N. We observe that there exists a
class of countable measurable functionsPm that is dense in the measurable functions fromX → [m]
for all m ∈ N, since the σ-algebra on X is separable. We claim that

⋃∞
m=1 Pm is dense in the

measurable functions from X → N. Let h : X → N be an arbitrary measurable function and ε > 0.
There exists m ∈ N such that

Prx∼µ(h(x) ≥ m) ≤ ε/2.
Let hm be the function such that hm(x) = h(x) if h(x) ≤ m and hm(x) = 1 otherwise. We have
d(hm, h) ≤ ε/2. Now, choosing h′ ∈ Hm with d(hm, h′) ≤ ε/2, we have d(h, h′) ≤ ε. This
completes the proof.

Proof [Proof of Theorem 20] We actually prove a stronger version of the theorem. Let H be the
set of functions that can be computed within time nk+1 (hence exponential in log n), we show that
there is no online learning scheme (D,R,Φ) that exactly learnsH such that R and Φ uniformly runs
in nk/2 time.

The proof uses a diagonalization argument. Assume to the contrary that we have such a scheme
(D,R,Φ). We construct the following algorithm ExpDiag(n):

1. Input: n

2. If n = 1 Output 1.

3. Run scheme (D,R,Φ) on samples (k,ExpDiag(k)) with k ≤ n− 1.

4. Output 1− ΦD(n).

To analyze the running time of ExpDiag(n), let f(n) be the time needed to compute ExpDiag with
input n. We have

f(n) = nk + f(n− 1),

since R and Φ run in nk/2 by assumption and one may reuse the database at the recursion steps.
We have

f(n) ≤
n−1∑
i=1

ik ≤ nk+1.

Therefore, the function that computed by ExpDiag is inH. However, by construction ExpDiag(n) 6=
ΦD(n) for all n ≥ 2 which yields a contradiction as before.

Remark 26 Note that similar argument cannot be generalized to the functions that computed in
time logk+1 n against predictors runs in logk n because establishing the database in step 3 will
require Ω(n) steps in the naive way. However, we still believe this is true as in Conjecture 21.
Theorem 22 establishes the conjecture when the database simply appends the true labels without
processing.
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Proof [Proof of Theorem 22] We use a standard approach that reduces the polynomial to exponential
case. Let H be the class of all functions that can be computed in time logk+1 n. Suppose to the
contrary, (D,R,Φ) is a scheme that exactly learns H such that R is naive recorder and Φ runs in
logk n. For any function h′ that can be computed in nk+1 time, we construct a function h that can
be computed in logk+1 n time as follows

h(n) =

{
h′(t), if n = 2t for some t ∈ N
1, otherwise

.

Consider the following predictor Φ′:

1. Input: n and naive recording D of h′ upto n− 1

2. Simulate Φ with input 2n as follows: if Φ queries database at position T such that T = 2t we
query the tth position in D. In all other positions, we know h took value 1.

3. Output ΦD(2n).

By assumption Φ makes finitely many errors on h, thus Φ′ makes finitely errors on h′ as well.
Clearly, we have Φ′ runs in (log 2n)k = nk time and it exactly learns the class of functions that can
be computed in nk+1. This contradicts Theorem 20.

Proof [Proof of Corollary 23] Suppose not. We will construct an online learning scheme (D,R,Φ)
that exact learns Hk+2 such that R is naive recorder and Φ runs in logk+1 n, which will contradict
Theorem 22.

To do so, we enumerate all Turing machines TM1,TM2, · · · . The predictor Φ maintains two
indices t, i. At each time step n, both t and i are initialized to 1. The predictor simulates logk i
instructions on TMt(i) . If it stops within those logk i instructions and its output matches h(i), keep
t = t and increment i = i+ 1. Else, move to the next machine, t = t+ 1 and increment i = i+ 1.

This process continues for 1
2 logk+1 n net time (this includes the time taken to simulate steps on

all Turing machines thus far, and all relevant overheads, including that for incrementing indices).
Then set i = n and simulate TMt(n) till the run for a net logk+1(n) time. If TMt stops by then, the
predictor outputs TMt(n), otherwise it outputs 1.

We show that this scheme is an exact online learning scheme for Hk+2. For any h ∈ Hk+2, we
have an Turing machine TMj that outputs h(n) for all n within logk n time, since Hk+2 = Hk by
assumption. Note that t increases iff the predictor makes errors. Since in addition, 1

2 logk+1 n→∞,
we know that t will hit j eventually. Once t hits j, note that we never increment it since TMj(i)
outputs h(i) within logk i time for all i. If the time runs out before we complete the simulation of
TMj , note again that t is not incremented. Finally, since the overhead on universal Turing machine
is a log log n factor on time complexity (Arora and Barak, 2009, Theorem 1.13), we know that for
large enough n, the algorithm above actually completes the simulation of TMj(n).

Appendix B. Non-uniform time complexity

If we relax the requirement of worst case time complexity, we show that polynomial time com-
putable functions can be learned exactly in (pointwise) polynomial time.
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Theorem 27 Let H be the class of all polynomial time computable functions from N → {0, 1}.
Then there exists a computable exact online learning scheme (D,R,Φ) that exactly learns H such
that both R and Φ run in point-wise polynomial time.

Proof The database D consists of a triplet D = (D1,D2, k) where D1,D2 encodes for Turing
machines and k ∈ N. The predictor Φ works as follows:

1. Input: n with database D

2. If D1 is not a valid encoding of a Turing machine, Output 1.

3. Simulate the Turing machine encoded by D1 on input n for logk n steps.

4. If D1 stops in ≤ logk n steps Output D1(n). Else, Output 1.

The recorder R works as follows:

1. Input: Old database D, prediction ΦD(n) and n, h(n)

2. Output: New database D

3. If n = 1, set D = {φ, φ}, where φ is empty string.

4. If ΦD(n) = h(n), do not change on D and Return.

5. Else:

a. If D1 6= D2, Set D1 = NEXT(D1), where NEXT maps strings in {0, 1}∗ to the next
string in alphabet order, and k = k + 1

b. Else, Set D1 = φ and D2 = NEXT(D2).

Suppose that the underlying function h ∈ H can be computed in O(logt n) time by some Turing
machine with encoding Dh. By the construction of R, the database D changes iff the prediction
made by Φ is wrong.

We show that the database changes only finitely many times, thus proving that the total number
of errors is finite. If the database changes infinitely many times, note that it will also hitDh infinitely
many times. Dh is simulated for logk n steps in Step 3. of the predictor, where k increases every
time there is an error. Therefore, k will eventually be large enough that Dh is simulated for enough
steps that it halts and outputs the correct value of h(n). Following this, the database can not change,
contradicting the assumption that the database changes infinitely many times.

Appendix C. More variations

Contrast to the finite error guarantee, perhaps a more natural non-uniform consistency of online
learning one may think is to let the average loss per time step convergence to zero. More formally,
one may wish to find a predictor such that

Pr

(
lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
n=1

`(Φ(Zn−11 , Xn), h(Xn)) = 0

)
= 1.
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However, such a guarantee might not be attractive if one only considers the consistency. Since we
can show that the class of all measurable functions from R → {0, 1} are actually learnable in that
sense.

Theorem 28 Let H be the class of all measurable functions from R → {0, 1}, µ is an arbitrary
distribution over R that is unknown to the learner, ` is the classification loss. Then there exist a
learning strategy Φ such that for all h ∈ H we have

Pr

(
lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
n=1

`(Φ(Zn−11 , Xn), h(Xn)) = 0

)
= 1,

where Zi and Xi are defined as in Section 2.

Proof [Sketch of Proof] Let G be a countable class of function from R → {0, 1} that is dense in
H. Note that, since the Borel σ-algebra is separable, we known such a class exist and independent
of the underlying distribution. The prediction partitioned into stages. At stage k, the learner tries
to identify a function hk in G that is εk-close to the underlying function with confidence at least
1 − 1

k2
. This can be easily achieved by using a structural risk minimization argument. Note that

we will use hk−1 to make the prediction at stage k, and use the sample observed at stage k to find
hk for the next stage. We now choose εk small enough so that the probability that it has average
error jump above εk in the infinite horizon is at most 1

k2
. This can be done by Chernoff bound with

a union bound, and observe that
∑∞

n=1 exp(−2nεk) convergence and goes to zero when εk goes to
zero. The theorem now follows by Borel-Cantelli lemma, since 1

k2
is summable.

One may also consider the scenario when the rate of convergence to zero is controlled. It can be
shown that if the class has finite VC-dimension, then we can have rate of O( lognn ) in expectation,
see Haussler et al. (1994). However, this does not automatically give us an almost sure upper bound
on the cumulative errors, since the errors at different time steps are correlated. We now show that we
can indeed achieve aO( log

2 n
n ) rate almost surely. To do so, we use a doubling trick. We partition the

prediction into stages. At stage k, we will see 2k sample-label pairs, and we generate a hypothesis
hk using the observed pairs. We then use hk to make predictions for another 2k steps, at the end of
which we move to stage k + 1. To see why this approach works, we denote In to be the indicator
that an error occurred at step n. By construction, we know that the indicators in each phase are
independent. We can therefore employ multiplicative Chernoff bound to show that with probability
at least 1−O(1/2k) the number of errors at stage k is upper bounded by O(k) (using empirical risk
minimization to obtain hk is sufficient to achieve this). Therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, the
partial sums of the indicators {In} up to stage k will be eventually upper bounded by O(k2) with
probability 1. Since the first n steps will cover at most log(n) stages, the result follows. Note that,
the O(log2 n/n) rate is not meant to be optimal, it is not hard to see that similar argument could
establish a O(log n log logn/n) rate almost surely by replacing the hk with an optimal predictor
that has errors O(log k/2k) with probability 1−O(1/k2). We leave it as an open problem to obtain
the optimal almost sure rate with finite VC-dimension.

A binary hypothesis class H is said to be closed, if for any measurable function f and distribu-
tion µ we have

inf
h∈H

Prx∼µ[h(x) 6= f(x)] = 0,
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then f ∈ H. Recently, Bousquet et al. (2020) showed that for closed hypothesis classes the expected
rate (i.e. E[In]) can either be exponential or linear or arbitrary slow (here we have used the closeness
notion in replacing of the adversary setting in Bousquet et al. (2020)). Note that the closeness of the
class is a crucial part to establish their lower bounds. For example, consider the classR of all linear
threshold functions over [0, 1] with rational parameter, we know that the class can be learned with
finitely many errors almost surely. However, R is not closed and it has an infinite Littlestone tree,
the result of Bousquet et al. (2020) only implies that the closure of R has E[In] = Ω(1/n). It is
therefore an interesting problem to investigate whether similar phenomenon will happen for general
classes (i.e. not necessarily closed) and in the almost sure scenario.
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